Lessons learned about slow discontinuous conduction from models of impulse propagation.
Propagation of excitation in the heart involves action potential generation by cardiac cells and its propagation in the multicellular tissue. Action potential conduction is the outcome of complex interactions between cellular processes (membrane ion channels and transporters), electrical communication between cells, and the macroscopic architecture of cardiac tissue. This high level of complexity and non linearity requires computer modeling in order to elucidate mechanisms and explain experimentally observed behaviors. This article reviews studies that we have conducted in 1-dimensional models that contain both, cellular ionic processes and intercellular communication through gap junctions. We have defined and computed a quantitative measure of the robustness of conduction, the safety factor, as a function of gap junction coupling and showed that reduced coupling can support very slow and very safe conduction. Such conduction is highly discontinuous and is supported by the L-type calcium current. We also show that gap junction coupling and the associated load has a strong effect on spatial repolarization gradients in cardiac tissue.